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lipstick & nai l pol ish set

Make-up is art, Beauty is spirit



CP trendies collection is a modern and holistic take on Make Up 

artistry. CP Trendies is based on looks, combinations and tools.

CP trendies 'philosophy is that a make up artist is only as good 

as her tools… Michelangelo did not paint chapel Sistine with his 

fingers….

So here we go for the comparison : you are Michaelangelo, your 

face is chapel Sistine and we are…. Your tools!

CP trendies combines latest colours and fashion trends 
with great quality materials without requiring to break the bank!
We believe that beauty is individuality and that make up needs to 
adapt to your style and not the other way around.
So here we go, let us introduce our latest
launch : Matchmaker !!!



l ipstick & nai l pol ish set

Matchy-Matchy is definitively back in fashion with celebrities such as Diane

Krueger, Reese Witherspoon and many others showing off a head-to-toe

match from their outfits to their make up on the red carpet. Sleek and

sophistication are the keywords of this 1950’s trend coming back in fashion!

Dress, Shoes, hair accessories, jewellery, nails, toes and lips… Everything is

colour coordinated with precision giving a look of sleek sophistication and

ultimate glamour in perfect subtlety.

However… for those of us who have not got a dedicated stylist at our beck

and call, it can be VERY challenging to combine or match our lipstick, nail

polish and clothes…. Even for those who own hundreds of these…

Well, your make up is one less thing to worry about. We have taken care of

that one for you… so… You pick the dress and the accessories and we do the

colour matching for you for your nails, lips and toes.

Match makers are sets of 2 or 3 pieces containing exact colour matched long

wearing lipstick and high shine nail polish and Gloss…

Just pick your shade, apply and glow!



Symbol for courage and action, this gorgeous 
shade of perfect red will lit fire to your style.

      Ruby



Pink topaz stimulates self-confidence and self-use of 
talent and ability to bring plans into action. It is also the 
ultimate symbol for elegance. 
Wear this luscious shade of pink and get ready to act!

Pink Topaz



Attracts love and protects from bad vibes. Brighten up 
your smile and your mani with this always in fashion 
shade of Pink!

Rose Quartz



The ancient meaning of Bloodstone is sun turning as it 
changes to bright coral red when exposed to sunlight. 
Supposed to stop blood from spilling, to forewarn of a 
danger coming, and to bring good fortune, this prophetic 
stone was simply magical… like you!

Blood Stone



  Fire Opal

Magical stones used for Astral projection this deep 
red-black colour stones emulate spontaneity, enthusiasm 
and energy. This rare colour type of volcanic opal sets 
fire to your steps. Perfect marriage of black and red 
this crimson shade screams lust all the way!



Symbol for divine protection, courage, ground-
ing and grace, this rich shade brings Flair 
to your chic!”

Tiger Eye



Synonym for protection and grounding this deep
crystalline earthy shade vibrates with your root chakra 
and transforms the negative into positive. Add a bit of 
optimism to your nails and lips and go brighten the day 
and everyone’s mood!

SmokyTopaz



Stands for reconciliation, centering and reunion. This 
bright tone of nude is associated with spirituality and 
wisdom. It promotes inner peace and lovers’ reconcilia-
tion. So pout it on and nail him back you tiger!!!

Calcite



This high vibration shades is believed to connect you with 
angels. What better colour for a trip to the 7th floor 
of heaven?

Petalite



Symbol for friendship, creativity and protection, 
this pastel shade adds a certain “je ne sais quoi” 
to your style!”

    Coral



Embodiment of innocence and higher love, this rosy shade 
of beige relates to the heart chakra and promotes love 
and constance in relationships. Express and own to your 
romantic side with panache by wearing this tone with-
out moderation.

Morganite



Symbol for healing, smoothing and encouraging 
tenderness, this shade is all about subletly for smokey 
make up addict and those who dare to bare!

  Rhodolite



Symbol for serenity, zen attitude and mindfulness, 
this soul searching shade of purple will add attitude 
to your frocks…

  Amethyst 



Symbol for Joie de vivre, feisty love and fiery
reconciliation, this bright pink shade reveals your 
“temperament”!

Pink Sapphire



Symbol for Emotional balance, Vitality, Stamina, 
Intensity and Liveliness, this lilac mineral shade 
energise your steps!

Chalcedony



Symbol for Radiance, Majesty and Poise this Gold 
metallic shade will give a “coup d’eclat” to your look!

Gold Digger



Symbol for Magnetism, Hypnotic hue of Rose Gold 
metallic shade will illuminate your pout and help you 
make yours a “Grand Entrance”

  Rose Gold



Stone and colour symbolising intuition and used to pre-
dict the future, this dark silver shade gives insight into 
the unknown. Reveal the Cassandra inside you and 
dazzle the crowds wearing this shade complementing 
your Jewelry for the ultimate wow factor!

  Hematite



Symbol for purity, innocence and wisdom, Matt tones
appease the fire of any bright lipstick and nail polish by 
adding a touch of matt on top of it. The ultimate tick!

Pearl Matte



Symbol for purity, innocence and wisdom, Matt tones
appease the fire of any bright lipstick and nail polish by 
adding a touch of matt on top of it. The ultimate tick!

Clear Quartz
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